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Abstract—Geometric steering or geo-directing has been appeared as an encouraging way to deal 

with adaptable directing in sensor systems. Regardless of its accomplishment in 2-D systems, not 

very many plans are accessible for 3-D organizes that can guarantee short courses utilizing just 

little per-hub state, without acquiring high load awkwardness on the hubs. In this paper, we 

propose a novel tending to and directing plan, i.e., OnionMap, for 3-D sensor organizes that 

accomplish the above objectives, utilizing exclusively availability data and at a straight 

messagecost.Thekeyideaistodecomposea3-Dnetworkintoaset of associated layers, which are then 

mapped to an arrangement of concentric circle structures (like an onion). On every circle, a 

discrete Ricci flow strategy is utilized to dole out every hub an arrangement of directions that 

licenses simply ravenous steering inside that circle; over the distinctive circles, a layer 

arrangement calculation turns and scale the circles, to shape an intelligent worldwide organize 

framework that aides worldwide directing. Hypothetical investigation and reenactment 

demonstrate OnionMap's points of interest over best in class arrangements in way extend, per-

hub stockpiling, and load adjust. 

Keywords—Geometric steering, 3-D sensor networks. 

INTRODUCTION 

As a primitive service for sensor 

networks, point to point routing remains a 

critical enabling technology for such 

applications. Unfortunately, due to the 

vastly increased complexity of network 

topology, the shift from 2-D to 3-D brings 

significant challenges to scalable routing 

,that very few adequate designs if any are 

available for 3-D cases. In this paper, we 

concentrate on greedy routing in 3-D sensor 

networks. Greedy routing is attractive for its 

simplicity and scalability, as a node only 

needs to store the coordinates of its 

neighbors, and makes routing decisions 

solely based on the coordinates. Although  

 

greedy routing has been a well-studied 

object in 2-D sensor networks, it encounters 

great difficulties in 

3Dnetworksettings.Acentralproblemthatany

greedyrouting algorithm faces is the 

problem of local minimum, where a node 

cannot find a neighbor that is closer to the 

destination[1-7]. In 2-D sensor networks, 

face routing is a typical way to recover from 

a local minimum. However, such a strategy 

requires a planarized network graph, which 
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has no corresponding version in 3-D 

networks. Therefore, new ideas are required 

to make 3-D geometric routing possible and 

efficient. We propose a new scalable 

geometric addressing and routing 

scheme,namedOnionMap,for3-

Dsensornetworks.OnionMap offers a 

number of desirable properties: (1) Location 

free: The algorithm is purely connectivity 

based and does not need any 

physicallocationinformation;(2)Boundarydet

ectionfree:The algorithm does not need 

boundary information, thus avoids a large 

amount of message exchange and 

performance uncertainty; (3) Low stretch: 

The generated routing paths have close to 

optimal lengths; (4) Load balance: The 

routing traffic is evenly spread over all the 

network nodes, which helps prolong the 

network lifetime; and (5) High scalability: 

The total message cost is linear with 

network size, and the per-node storage cost 

is very low and does not change with 

network size[8-15]. 

ThemainideaofOnionMapistoorganizethenet

worknodes into an onion-like structure 

consisting of a set of concentric sphere 

layers. Within each layer, nodes can route 

greedily with 100% success rate, while the 

different layers are further organized to 

allow global routing. At a first glance, this 

approach is similar to the traditional 

decomposition based routing schemes , in 

which the network is divided into pieces and 

routing is performed in an intra- and inter-

piece manner. However, the particular 

problem we are facing contains two new 

challenges that are not found in 

previouswork:(1)Layerdecomposition.Layer

sshouldbeconnected and closed surfaces so 

that their mapping to spheres is possible. 

The simplest form of such surfaces is 

concentric spheres, with radius defined by 

hops; however a general network cannot be 

naturally divided into spheres due to shape 

irregularity. Therefore, we need a new form 

of layers with similar properties, and find a 

way to extract them. (2) Layer embedding. 

Given a likely irregular layer of nodes, how 

to assign each node a set of 

coordinatesthatensuresuccessfulgreedyroutin

gisachallenge. Moreover, to achieve truly 3-

D geometric routing, instead of an ad hoc 

combination of reduced 2-D versions, the 

different coordinate systems of the multiple 

layers should be properly aligned, so that a 

(nearly) consistent global coordinate system 

can be provided for the geo-routing 

algorithm. To address the first challenge, we 

propose an incremental layer construction 

method to extract layers that have provable 

connectedness. The layers also form simple 

closed surfaces that make geometric 

processing at later stage possible. For the 

second problem, we use a discrete Ricci 

flow method , followed by a uniformized 

stereographic projection, to assign each node 

within a layer a set of coordinates[16-20]. 

After these procedures, each layer is mapped 

to a unit sphere, on which purely greedy 

routing between all node pairs is allowed. 

As an optimization, these unit spheres are 

scaled and aligned to form a global 

coordinate system. (6-7) This final 

coordinate system makes it possible to route 

through the whole 3-D volume of network 

efficiently. We compare OnionMap against a 

number of previous solutions, in particular 

the Bubble Routing scheme (Bubble for 

short) [20], which represents the state-of-
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the-art geo-routing solution for general 3-D 

networks. OnionMap improves over Bubble 

with significantly lower path stretch (with a 

reduction up to 41%), without Bubble’s 

reliance on the knowledge of 

networkboundaries,whosedetectionishighlyn

ontrivialandoften expensive . Furthermore, 

these improvements are achieved at only 

linear message cost, which is asymptotically 

optimal.(8) 

RELATED WORK 

It is appeared that there does not 

exist a deterministic limited steering 

calculation in 3-D sensor arrange. (9-10)To 

maintain a strategic distance from this snag, 

the Greedy-Random-Greedy (GRG) 

calculation utilizes arbitrary walk, which is 

inefficient in getting away neighborhood 

minima because of its visual deficiency to 

topology. A position-based calculation, 

GHG, which parcels a system into curved 

bodies with incomplete unit Delaunay 

triangulations. The curved structures confine 

the recuperation process in a subspace, in 

this way enhance the directing execution. It 

show a MDT convention suite that 

constructs a multidimensional tree structure 

to ensure bundle conveyance in a 3-D space. 

(11-12) A potential issue of MDT is that the 

virtual connections might be long, 

subsequently forces high state on the hubs. 

MDT has been utilized by a calculation 

GDV which demonstrates great execution in 

certain system situations. GDSTR-3-D  is 

another 3-D steering calculation that 

develops arched structure trees to course 

bundles around voids. GDSTR-3-D depends 

on hubs' physical area data. A virtual 

arrange task calculation PSVC for 3-D 

systems[26-30]. PSVC utilizes avaricious 

sending however does not ensure 

conveyance. In an option approach, diagram 

implanting methods are utilized to dole out 

virtual directions to 3-D organize hubs for 

geometric steering, a 2-D triangulated area 

with openings is mapped to an Euclidean 

round circle or a hyperbolic space. The 

implanting calculations, in any case, don't 

reach out to 3-D cases.  An adaptable 

directing calculation for 3-D high family 

organizes. This calculation installs the 

system availability diagrams into a perhaps 

non-zero class surface. Be that as it may, the 

implanting strategy is iterative and 

requirements costly message trade, a 

deterministic insatiable steering calculation 

is proposed to implant a 3-D sensor system 

to a strong ball by utilizing fine tetrahedron 

work structures. This calculation limits the 

state of the 3-D system to a topological ball, 

with at most a solitary opening. The Bubble 

Routing calculation (Bubble for short) 

enhances  by enabling the topology to 

contain different openings. The fundamental 

thought of Bubble is to break down the 

system into an arrangement of Hollow 

Spherical Cells (HSCs). (13) By mapping 

the limits of HSCs (i.e., the Hollow 

Spherical 

Bubbles(HSBs))tospheresandconstructingvir

tualtreesinside each HSC, bundles can be 

voraciously directed inside each HSC. (14) 

Air pocket exhibits an exquisite tending to 

answer for the system[21-25]. Be that as it 

may, its steering calculation may make 

problematic courses at times. In the event 

that the source and goal are in various 

HSCs, the bundle will first course toward a 

reference point hub on the common limit of 
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the neighboring HSBs. At the point when 

the bundle comes to a 

boundarynode,itwillberoutedalongthebounda

ryoftheHSC that contains the goal hub, 

conceivably making a bypass. It 

demonstrates a case of Bubble way and 

OnionMap way. (15)ThesourcenodeS 

anddestinationnodeT areindifferentHSCs 

encased by HSBs. The bundle will first push 

toward a reference point hub appeared by 

the strong red point on the common limit of 

the contiguous HSBs. A while later, the 

parcel will go along the limit of the HSC 

that contains the goal hub, before it pushes 

toward T. (16-17) This circuitous 

development plainly makes a problematic 

way, as appeared by the specked red line. 

Dissimilar to Bubble, OnionMap names 

every one of the hubs in a worldwide 

arrange framework, hence stays away from 

the limit impact endured by Bubble. This 

prompts OnionMap's better execution in 

way extend. Another favorable position of 

OnionMap over Bubble is that it doesn't 

depend on the learning of fine-grained 

arrange limits; rather it produces organize 

limits as a side-effect. Past work has 

demonstrated that limit identification is 

nontrivial and costly . For instance, the 

calculations in both include muddled 

examining techniques to gather the limit 

data; the UNFOLD calculation makes a 

critical progress toward dynamic limit 

recognition, however requires hubs' area or 

range data[34-36]. 

LAYER DECOMPOSITION 

In this area, we depict how 

OnionMap breaks down the system into an 

arrangement of thin layers. The layers are 

focused at an inside hub, which goes about 

as an organizer for the layer deterioration 

process. The inside hub can be an arbitrarily 

chosen hub from the system. It is desirable 

over make the middle near the system's 

physical focus, in this manner we can 

choose an inside from 

anumberofcandidatesasfollows.Inthebeginni

ng,arandomly picked beginning hub floods 

the system, and chooses a little consistent 

number (e.g., 5) of applicant fixates on its 

communicate tree[31-33]. At that point, 

each of these hubs floods the system, and 

acquires its communicate tree's internal 

profundity, defined as the base profundity of 

a leaf hub on the tree. At last, the beginning 

hub chooses the applicant with the most 

extreme internal profundity as the final focus 

hub. The communicate tree of the picked 

focus hub fills in as an assistant structure to 

be utilized later.(18-19) 

A. Incremental Layer Construction The 

layers are defined and developed in an 

inductive way. LetN be the arrangement of 

hubs in the system chart G.N is separated 

into an arrangement of layersLk, so we 

haveN = ∪kLk. In a perfect world, a layer 

should shape a circle, with sweep defined by 

its jump separation to the inside. Tragically, 

in a general system, the arrangement of hubs 

at a specific jump separation to the middle, 

called a Hop Set, are regularly neither 

associated nor shut. Consequently we have 

to find extra hubs, which constitute a 

Patching Set, to help such a bounce set to 

get associated and shut. (20) 

B. Connectedness The accompanying 

hypothesis expresses that all layers are 

associated. Hypothesis 1: Assume Lk−1 is 
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associated, at that point the union set Lk = 

Hk∪Pk shapes an associated chart. 

Verification: Lk is basically the union of the 

kth jump setand Lk−1, with the secured 

internal sets on the (k−1)th layer evacuated. 

Since Lk−1 is associated, to see whether Lk 

is associated we just need to check whether 

the expulsion of the secured internal sets 

will separate a couple of hubs. Think about a 

way between two hubs s and t that goes 

through the secured inward set (the dim 

hazy area containing blue specks) (21) The 

expulsion of this dull hazy area will cause 

the way section (demonstrated by the red 

dashed line) between two hubs in the 

secured limit set to be dropped. In any case, 

since these two hubs are associated with Fi k 

and Fi k is associated, they can find a 

pathwithinFi k 

(seethepurpleline).Thustheconnectivityofthe 

originalendnodesremainsinLk.Applyingthea

boveargument to any match of hubs in Lk 

will demonstrate that no two hubs in Lk are 

detached, accordingly demonstrating the 

hypothesis.  

C. Closedness Though its connectedness is 

ensured, a layer created by our development 

strategy does not really frame a 

straightforward shut surface. WhenLk is 

created, it contains HkandPk. While Pk 

originates from Lk−1, it contains the hubs in 

the covered surface of Lk and Lk−1, i.e., the 

covered region demonstrated by the covered 

blue specked line and red spotted line 

appeared. In this manner, such aLk is never 

again a basic shut surface. In extra to the 

surface portrayed in blue shading, it 

additionally contains a littler gap, whose 

surface comprises of two sections: a little 

piece (in dark and encased by a yellow 

circle) which develops amid the layer 

development process, and the surface around 

the egg-molded inward opening (in red) 

which is caused by the indiscriminately 

fixing from Lk−1 to Lk. Such eggshaped 

surface is incorporated in light of the fact 

that it isn't a secured hub set byLk.  

D. System Boundaries as a Byproduct A 

fascinating side-effect of the layer sythesis 

procedure of OnionMap is an arrangement 

of system limits, including the one for the 

external system limit and those for the 

internal openings. Unmistakably, the 

outmost layer constitutes an associated and 

shut surface for the system's external limit. 

This surface is likewise tight because of the 

incremental idea of layer development:the 

outmost layer first incorporates every one of 

the hubs with the biggest bounce check to 

the middle hub; at that point it finds hubs to 

guarantee connectedness and closedness 

from the second outmost layer, 

whichinturnsfindsnodesfrommoreinnerlayers

,inarecursive way. For each inward opening 

of the system topology, the end set and its 

related gap set constitute a shut and 

associated surface (22-23) 

LAYER EMBEDDING 

This segment depicts the principle ventures 

in layer inserting, by which every hub 

acquires an arrangement of virtual 

directions. (24) 

A. Triangulation Once the layers are 

developed, we separate a triangular work 

structure for each layer. This should be 

possible by methods for triangulation. 

Without physical area data, we need to 

utilize bounce tally remove metric to get a 
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coarse-grained triangulation. This can be 

accomplished via point of interest 

Voronoigraph. Every historic point plays out 

a neighborhood flooding and measures the 

bounce remove 

totheothernodes.Landmarkbasedastandard 

techniquethathasbeenusedextensivelyinsenso

r networks. We first select a maximal l-

bounce (e.g., l =4) autonomous set, whose 

hubs are utilized as historic points in our 

calculation. Subsequently any two points of 

interest in layer 1 are at any rate l jumps 

separated and any non-milestone hub is 

inside l bounces of some historic point. In 

layer 2, the milestones are chosen in a 

somewhat extraordinary way. On the off 

chance that a layer 2 hub happens to be a 

milestone or a 

neighborofsomelandmarkinlayer1,thenitisgi

venahigherpriority of being chosen as a 

point of interest in layer 2. From layer 3 

onwards, we do milestone determination 

similarly as in layer 2. Thus, a few historic 

points in the kth layer are chosen from the 

neighbors of milestones in the (k−1)th layer. 

It ought to be noticed that a hub may have a 

place with numerous layers on the 

topological limits. This sort of hubs might 

be chosen as points of interest in various 

layers.(25-26) Next, for each layer, we 

acquire a shut triangular work with the 

picked milestones utilizing a strategy l. All 

the more specifically, in a given layer, an 

arrangement of disjoint virtual edges that 

associate the points of interest in a similar 

layer are removed first. 

Thenthetrianglesaregeneratedfromadistribute

dtriangulation process, which ensures that 

each virtual edge is related with just two 

triangles. For instance, demonstrates a shut 

triangular work for the outmost surface of a 

block.  

B. Virtual Coordinates Generation We at 

that point delineate shut triangular work 

surfaces to unit circles, following a three-

advance usage like the technique. The first 

venture of the mapping is to outline 

triangular surface into a plane. By expelling 

a hub and its neighboring triangular 

appearances, a topological circle is changed 

over into a topological plate. At that point 

the discrete Ricci flow technique  is 

connected to get a planar circle. In this 

progression, all milestones in a layer with 

the exception of the expelled hub are 

appointed an arrangement of planar 

directions. The points of interest of the 

organize task by Ricci flow can be found 

.Uniformized circular mapping. (an) A 

triangulated layer; (b) mapped unit circle; 

(c) mapped non-uniform circle; (d) mapped 

uniform circle. (27) 

This can be effectively done by a 

standard stereographic projection. In this 

progression, every one of the points of 

interest including the expelled one are 

anticipated on to a unit circle. At that point, 

the evacuated triangles in fuchsia are 

appended to the triangles in cyan, shaping a 

shut round surface. The third step is a 

Möbius change on a unit circle. It can be 

seen that historic point hubs on the circular 

surface appeared .(28) This progression is to 

ensure that the points of interest are 

consistently appropriated on the circular 

surface. Something else, the extend factor 

and load adjusting execution would be poor. 

After the three stages, each triangular work 

surface is changed into a unit circle where 
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points of interest are consistently 

appropriated . Each layer has an interesting 

round facilitate framework, and each 

milestone has a place with no less than one 

organize framework. A point of interest that 

has a place with different layers would store 

the IDs of the considerable number of layers 

it dwells in, and also the comparing 

organizes. (29) 

C. Layer Alignment The circular mapping 

of the layer brings about an arrangement of 

free, concentric unit circles. So far these 

circles are misaligned, which may bring 

about inefficient cross-layer steering. To 

address this issue, we have to (generally) 

adjust them into one arrange framework.(30) 

ROUTING IN ONIONMAP 

A. State Information Maintained by 

Nodes During the layer decay step depicted 

inSection III, the inside hub has 

manufactured a communicated tree 

traversing the entire system. Each hub 

would then be able to take in its profundity 

d, and report its profundity move down the 

tree. (A defer relative to profundity might be 

presented in this procedure with the goal 

that the reports from most hubs are stifled by 

those from more profound levels.) The 

centerdeterminesthemaximumdepth 

dM,andmakesitknown to every other hub by 

a moment flooding. This flooding 

additionally orders every one of the hubs of 

profundity dM, which we call the edge hubs, 

to play out an edge flooding in the system. 

Specifically, all the edge hubs communicate 

a parcel containing a one of a kind ID at 

around a similar time. (31-32) Each non-

edge hub, after getting the message for the 

first time, will communicate the message. A 

non-edge hub at that point records its 

descending guardian, the hub from which it 

gets the flooded message for the first time. 

The motivation behind the edge flooding is 

to set up joins for hubs to course toward any 

level underneath itself on the communicate 

tree (henceforth any layer). We call the 

descending guardian joins and the (upward) 

parent interfaces on the first communicate 

treeinterlayerlinks,whichguaranteereachabili

tybetweenany two layers. 

Review that in OnionMap there are 

two sorts of hubs: historic point hubs and 

non-milestone hubs. A non-historic point 

hub p stores a few bits of state data: 1) 

profundity d concerning the middle hub. 2) 

the ID of p's parent on the middle's 

communicated tree; 3) the ID of its 

descending guardian; 4) the IDs of its 

neighbors; 5) the ID and directions of its 

home-historic point on p's deepest layer, and 

the way to that home-milestone. The home-

point of interest of a hub is the milestone in 

the Voronoi cell that the hub has a place 

with. Inside each Voronoi cell, the home-

historic point fabricates a nearby most brief 

way tree established at itself. Each non-point 

of interest hub can take in the parent to its 

home milestone. Note that a non-historic 

point hub just monitors its home-milestone 

on its deepest layer, however it might have a 

place with numerous layers (33) 

B. Directing OnionMap steering works at 

two levels: the point of interest level and 

nearby level (inside a milestone's Voronoi 

cell). Every point of interest sets up a most 

limited way tree inside its Voronoi cell on a 

layer, and steering inside the phone is 

effortlessly guided by the tree. For curtness 
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of composition, in the accompanying we 

consider just the general situation where the 

source and goal hubs are in various cells. 

We will likewise exclude the minor piece of 

steering between the end hubs and their 

home-point of interest hubs. This enables us 

to concentrate on the directing on the 

abnormal state point of interest arrange, 

whose hubs we call L-hubs. Directing on the 

L-hubs works in two modes: covetous mode 

andrecoverymode.Bydefault,thepacketisforw

ardedgreedily toward the goal L-hub under 

the direction of the worldwide facilitate 

framework. Note that there dependably 

exists a voracious way between any two L-

hubs on a similar layer (34) 

Correspondence and Storage Cost 

Routing Setup Cost: Except for GRG 

which does not require setup and basically 

utilizes irregular stroll in steering, alternate 

plans all require a setup method to empower 

directing. Since the correspondence cost of 

identifying limits in Bubble is hazy, we just 

think about the control message cost of the 

four plans in directing setup as appeared. As 

has been clarified in Section VI, OnionMap 

limits the flooding of control messages for 

the most part on layers while S4 and BVR 

both require every one of the historic points 

flood the entire system. Accordingly 

OnionMap needs less control message cost 

for steering setup. Likewise, without the 

extra cost to adjust the layers, OnionMap-

requires bring down directing setup cost 

than OnionMap. (35) 

Capacity Cost of Average Nodes: The 

capacity cost of OnionMap comprises of the 

information structures that we have 

portrayed in Section V. We accept that each 

ID and twofold information sort takes 4 

bytes in the six plans. (The specific number 

of bytes may change on an alternate 

hardwarearchitecture,butdoesnotaffectthefoll

owinganalysis by and large.) From Fig. 9 we 

can see that OnionMap takes around 150 

bytes, which is the minimum among all 

plans. The capacity costofOnionMap-

isslightlylarger thanOnionMap 

mainlybecause the nonattendance of 

facilitate arrangement (in this way state 

pressure). Air pocket requires more 

stockpiling than OnionMap on the grounds 

that every hub in Bubble needs to store the 

directions of neighbors of a similar 

profundity in a nearby briefest way tree, 

while OnionMap which just expects historic 

points to look after directions.(36) 

CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we have introduced a 

tending to and directing 

scheme,OnionMap,for3-

Dsensornetworks.Thekeyideaisto break 

down a given system into an arrangement of 

associated and shut 

layers,whicharethenmappedtoasetofconcentr

icspheres.On every circle, hubs are allocated 

facilitates that permit absolutely voracious 

steering. The circles are additionally 

adjusted toforma worldwide facilitate 

framework, on which geometric steering is 

figured it out. We 

havedemonstratedOnionMap'seffectivenesst

hroughextensive recreations. 
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